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Abstract. Instance matching is the problem of finding instances that
co-describe the same topic. The performance of an instance matching sys-
tem relies on the specified configuration, which is optimally designed for
each particular dataset. We propose cLearn, a heuristic-based algorithm
that automatically searches for the most appropriate matching configu-
ration for the given repositories. cLearn is effective when being tested
on OAEI benchmarks and outperforms previous supervised systems.
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1 Background
Finding co-reference instances is an important problem of knowledge discovery
and data mining. It has a large application in data integration and linked data
publication. Many approaches have been proposed for instance matching. Among
them, supervised instance matching has been revealed as the most accurate
approach [8, 1, 3]. Meanwhile, configuration-based matching [3, 4, 6, 5] attracts
most studies because of its advantages in scalability and interpretation. This
approach considers the matching score of instances to predict whether they are
co-referent or not. The score computation and other settings of instance matching
process are specified by a matching configuration, which can be optimized by a
learning algorithm. Configuration learning using genetic algorithm has been a
research topic of some studies [3, 6, 4]. The limitation of genetic algorithm is that
it costs many iterations for reaching the convergence. We propose cLearn as a
heuristic algorithm that is effective and more efficient. cLearn can be used to
enhance the performance of any configuration-based instance matching system.

Fig. 1 illustrates the general architecture of supervised and configuration-
based instance matching. Given two input repositories, Rsource and Rtarget,
the property alignment generator creates the property alignments which are
expected to describe the same attribute. The similarity function generator uses
the property alignments to create a list of initial similarity functions. A simi-
larity function is specified by two pieces of information: a property alignment
[psource, ptarget] and a similarity measure S (e.g. Levenshtein, Jaro-Winkler, and
TF-IDF). For two instances: x and y, a similarity function calculates the similar-
ity S(value(x, psource), value(y, ptarget)) where value(a, p) extracts the attribute
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Fig. 1. The general architecture of configuration-based supervised entity resolution
systems.

value declared by p of a. The candidate generator reduces the huge number of
pairwise alignments between instances of input repositories by selecting only
pairs of potentially co-referent instances [7]. Such pairs are called candidates.
In supervised instance matching, annotation step is applied to candidate set in
order to obtain a labeled set. Labeled candidates is then provided for the config-
uration learner. The similarity aggregator computes the final matching score for
the unlabeled candidates, using the similarity functions and aggregation func-
tion (e.g., linear, quadratic, and boolean) produced by the configuration learner.
The final component, co-reference filter, applies some constraints (e.g. stable
matching) on the matching scores to construct the final co-references [5].

2 The cLearn algorithm
A configuration specifies the combination of similarity functions Fsim, the simi-
larity aggregator Agg, and the acceptance threshold δ of the co-reference filter.
Given series of initial similarity functions Isim and similarity aggregators Iagg,
and the labeled candidates, the mission of cLearn is to select the optimal Fsim,
Agg, and δ.

The pseudo code of cLearn is written in Algorithm 11. Labeled candidates are
divided into training set T and validation set V before inputting into cLearn.
Init creates a configuration by assigning Agg, Fsim, and δ with given values.
Match executes the similarity aggregator and co-reference filter in order to ob-
tain the detected co-referent instances. FindThreshold automatically assigns
a value to δ. This function first selects the top |T+| candidates with highest
matching score, where |T+| is the number of the actual co-references (positive
candidates) in T . Then, it assigns the lowest score of the correctly detected
co-reference to δ. Evaluate computes the performance of entity resolution by
comparing the generated results with the labeled data. In cLearn, F1 score is
used as the default performance metric because F1 it is the main expectation of
general instance matching task. The metric can be easily changed (e.g, precision
and recall) to adapt with the objectives of particular task.

cLearn begins with the consideration of each single similarity function and
then checks their combinations. This algorithm works with two underlying heuris-
tics. The first one is the limitation of the number of single similarity functions
to Ktop (line 10), which is set to 16 by default. The second one is the direct en-
hancement assumption (line 20). The performance of using a new combination

1 In this pseudo code, we use dot (‘.’) notation to indicate the member accessor.
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Algorithm 1: cLearn

Input: Training set T , validation set V , integer paramerter Ktop

list of similarity functions Isim, list of similarity aggregators Iagg
Output: Optimal configuration Copt

1 Cagg ← ∅
2 foreach A ∈ Iagg do
3 visited← ∅
4 foreach sim ∈ Isim do
5 c← Init(Agg ← A,Fsim ← sim, δ ← 0)
6 links←Match(c, T )
7 c.δ ← FindThreshold(links, T )
8 F1← Evaluate(links, T )
9 visited← visited ∪ {[c, F1]}

10 candidate← TopHighestF1(visited,Ktop)
11 while candidate 6= ∅ do
12 next← ∅
13 foreach g ∈ candidate do
14 foreach h ∈ candidate do
15 c← Init(Agg ← A,Fsim ← g.c.Fsim ∪ h.c.Fsim, δ ← 0)
16 links←Match(c, T )
17 c.δ ← FindThreshold(links, T )
18 F1← Evaluate(links, T )
19 visited← visited ∪ {[c, F1]}
20 if g.c.Fsim 6= h.c.Fsim and F1 ≥ g.F1 and F1 ≥ h.F1 then
21 next← next ∪ {[c, F1]}

22 candidate← next

23 F1← Evaluate(argmaxv∈visited(v.F1).c, V )
24 Cagg ← Cagg ∪ {[c, F1]}
25 [Copt, F1]← argmaxv∈Cagg (v.F1)
26 return Copt

must not be less than that of the components. This heuristic does not guar-
antee an identical result with exhaustive search. However, it is reasonable as a
series of similarity functions that reduces the performance has little possibility of
generating a further combination with improvement. Meanwhile, the exhaustive
search is extremely expensive.

cLearn is implemented as part of ScSLINT framework, and its source code
is available at http://ri-www.nii.ac.jp/ScSLINT.

3 Evaluation

We use OAEI 2010 dataset to compare ScSLINT+cLearn with ObjectCoref [2]
and the work in [8], which uses Adaboost to train a classifier. This dataset
contains five subsets, whose sizes are from medium to large. We use the same
amount of training data given to each other system for cLearn, on each re-
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Table 1. F1 score of the compared systems on OAEI 2010.

Training size System Sider- Sider- Sider- Sider- DailyMed-
DrugbankDiseasomeDailyMedDBpedia DBpedia

5%
ScSLINT+cLearn 0.911 0.824 0.777 0.6414 0.424
Adaboost 0.903 0.794 0.733 0.641 0.375

Varied by subset
ScSLINT+cLearn 0.894 0.829 0.722
ObjectCoref 0.464 0.743 0.708

spective subset for the comparisons. Adaboost uses 5% candidates for training
and ObjectCoref uses 20 actual co-references, which is respectively equivalent to
2.3%, 11.6% and 1.2% candidates for the first three subsets. The results on the
last two subsets of ObjectCoref are missing. In order to reduce the random noise,
for each subset, we repeat the test 10 times and compute the average results,
which are reported in Table 1. According to this table, ScSLINT+cLearn consis-
tently outperforms other systems. Compared to ObjectCoref, ScSLINT+cLearn
remarkably improves the results. Compared to Adaboost, cLearn is much better
on two subsets related to DailyMed, a repository by itself contains the highest
number of co-references.

cLearn is efficient as the average numbers of configurations that cLearn
has to check before stopping is only 246. This number is promising because it
is much smaller than that of using genetic algorithm, which is reported in [3]
with a recommendation of 500 configurations for each iteration. A qualitative
comparison with genetic algorithm is considered as future work.

With the efficiency, effectiveness, and small training data requirement of
cLearn on a real dataset like OAEI 2010, we believe that cLearn has promis-
ing application in supervised instance matching, including using active learning
strategy to even reduce the annotation effort.
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